
58th International Art 
Exhibition of La Biennale
Venice, Italy

11 May - 24 November 2019

MALAYSIA MAKES 
HISTORY AT 58th VENICE BIENNALE

For the first time in the history of the International Art Exhibition at the La 
Biennale in Venice, Italy, Malaysia will be represented by four contemporary artists 
in an exhibition titled Holding Up A Mirror. Anurendra Jegadeva, H.H. Lim, Ivan Lam, 
and Zulkifli Yusoff together with curator Lim Wei-Ling (owner of private gallery 
Wei-Ling Contemporary Gallery) formed an artistic discourse on the concept of 
identity within the larger context of society at a time of immense political, social 
and economic change. The first Malaysian pavilion will be on display in the Venice 
Biennale from May 11 to Nov 24.
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International

Tate Modern

11 July 2019 - 05 Jan 2020

Olafur Eliasson - 
In Real Life

In Eliasson’s captivating installations you 
become aware of your senses, people 
around you and the world beyond.

Some artworks introduce natural 
phenomena such as rainbows to the 
gallery space. Others use reflections 
and shadows to play with the way we 
perceive and interact with the world. 
Many works result from the artist’s 
research into complex geometry, 
motion patterns, and his interest in 
colour theory. All but one of the works 
have never been seen in the UK before.

Fondazione Made in Cloister,
Naples

04 Oct 2019 - 04 Jan 2019

Natee Utarit - Déjà vu

The meeting of the Doriforo and 
Buddha, which gives the project its 
title, is not only the result of the 
suggestion of Utarit, who found in the 
first similarities with the traditional 
Cambodian and Thai representations 
of the walking Buddha, but it is the 
expression of a reflection by the artist 
that suggests us more deeply that the 
art, history and culture of a people are 
never ‘pure’ but always and inevitably 
hybridized, open, crossed.

White Space Art Asia,
Singapore

26 Oct 2019 - 03 Nov 2019

Dialectics: Mono No Aware

White Space Art Asia, along with 6 
other Japanese galleries (H-art Beat 
Gallery, Kawata Gallery, Kobayashi 
Gallery, Kogure Gallery, Shukado 
Gallery & YOD) is collaborating on 
our inaugural Japanese art exhibition 
in an endeavour to foster a deeper 
understanding and more profound 
appreciation for the lyric sensitivity to 
mono no aware. Mono no aware (物
の哀れ), a core concept in Japanese 
aesthetics, is defined as the pathos of 
things.

Ilham Gallery
Kuala Lumpur 

16 Nov 2019 – 19th Jan 2020

Domestic Bliss

Domestic Bliss is the resulting 
exhibition of the second edition of 
‘Pollination’, a program driven by the 
need to create critically active and 
supportive artist-curator-community 
networks within Southeast Asia. 
‘Domestic Bliss’ is curated by Khatijah 
Rahmat (Malaysia) and Lê Thuan Uyên 
(Vietnam), featuring the works of 
artists Izat Arif (Malaysia) and Hoàng 
Minh Đuc (Vietnam, based Australia).

Tate Britain

24 September 2019 - 05 Jan 2020

Mark Leckey-
O’ Magic Power of Bleakness

Composed of new and existing work, 
this exhibition is an atmospheric, 
theatrical experience of spectral 
visions, sound and video.

Mark Leckey transforms Tate Britain’s 
galleries with a life-size replica of a 
motorway bridge on the M53 on the 
Wirral, Merseyside, where the artist 
grew up. The bridge – a recurring 
motif in his work – is the setting for 
a new audio play. Focusing on a group 
of teenagers, the play is inspired by 
folklore and stories of changelings and 
‘fairy raids’ and by the artist’s own pre-
adolescent experiences.
 

TAKSU Gallery
Singapore

08 Nov - 30 Nov 2019

Takes Two to Tango

Jamie Tan deepens his exploration 
into colour and its relationship 
with dimensionality in painting. He 
experiments with a permutation of 
colours through layered blocks of 
gradation— all varied
in proportion and arrangement—
to investigate the binary, or lack 
thereof, between contrasting and 
complementary colours that seemingly 
expands and recedes within its own 
rhythmic boundaries. 

Haugar Vestfold Art Museum,
Norway

28 September – 29 Dec 2019 

Natee Utarit & Anne Samat 
– Metafysica

Metaphysics is Haugar Vestfold Art 
Museum’s contribution to a regional 
spotlight on Vestfold’s history from the 
medieval period, a history which is also 
presented in the Slottsfjell Museum’s 
exhibition Sanctus and Vestfold county’s 
opening of the Pilgrim’s Route. 

Ilham Gallery 
Kuala Lumpur

08 Dec 2019 - 12 April 2020 

The Body Politic and the 
Body.

ILHAM Gallery in collaboration with 
Singapore Art Museum presents 
ILHAM x SAM Project: The Body Politic 
and the Body from 8 December 2019 
to 12 April 2020 The first collaboration 
between SAM and ILHAM Gallery, 
it explores the many facets of 
contemporary art and its genealogies in 
Malaysia. The Body Politic and the Body 
is conceived as a dialogue between 
works and features 8 artworks from 
SAM’s collection alongside a new 
commission, artwork adaptations and 
loans from Malaysian artists.

A+ Works of Art!
Kuala Lumpur

06 Dec - 07 Dec 2019 

Gan Siong King: 
All Watched Over by 
Machines of Loving Grace

This unconventional 2-day video 
exhibition will showcase Gan’s video 
essays from his 10-year video essay 
project (tentatively titled ‘Malaysian 
Artist at Work’ or M.A.W.) on 10 
Malaysian artist and their work. 
This exhibition represents the 
artist’s ongoing investigation into 
the possibilities of “exhibition” as a 
medium of creative expression in itself, 
instead of treating an exhibition as an 
inevitable by-product of a completed 
series of creative work.

Richard Koh Fine Art,
Singapore

25 October - 09 November 2019

Nadiah Bamadhaj -
Lush Fixations

In Lush Fixations, the body of works 
attempts to create two situations; a 
celebration and an accusation. The 
first, is to negate codes. The drawings 
are an attempt to celebrate body, 
sex and sexuality, and are regarded 
as a challenge and confrontation to 
power that prefers to keep sex and 
sexuality behind the closed doors of 
conservatism.

Richard Koh Fine Art

05 Dec - 21 Dec 2019 

Zelin Seah- 
Too Much, Too Empty
Richard Koh Fine Art (RKFA-KL) is 
pleased to announce Malaysian artist 
Zelin Seah’s (b.1980) solo exhibition 
in Malaysia. In Too Much, Too Empty, 
the acts of painting and etching are 
enigmatic, leading viewers to question 
where their focus should lie – on 
the subject, the negative space, or 
even the physical material of the 
painting? This deliberate ambiguity is a 
representation of the contemporary 
socioeconomic phenomenon; it 
creates entry points for viewers to 
contemplate what is real in daily 
life and to allow themselves to be 
immersed in the visual and tactile 
experience.

TAKSU Gallery
Kuala Lumpur

31 Oct - 23 Nov 2019 

The Future is Female

TAKSU puts the spotlight on female 
artists in our new
exhibition, KL: The Future Is Female.
The show will feature a broad selection 
of female artists, both
local and international. See how they 
are driving trends in
contemporary art and challenging the 
status quo. 

Wei-Ling Gallery

15 Nov 2019 - 15 Jan 2020 

18@8 Turning Points

Featuring 10 Malaysian artists, 18@8 
Turning Points takes you on a journey 
to the artists’ pasts; discovering the 
plot twists that have brought significant 
changes to their surroundings, their 
country, or themselves as individuals. 
Through different philosophical, 
technical and aesthetic approaches, 
each artist unveils experiences which 
have in turn, shaped, and in some cases 
shifted, their lives and beings.


